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Maritza:

Attached are revised versions of the two resource proposals I submitted earlier.

High Efficiency ECM evaporative cooler motors
The proposal as submitted assumed 400,000 residences in EPE's territory had swamp coolers. 
I believe this is approximately the total number of residences, not the number of residences
with swamp coolers.  I do not have data on the number of swamp coolers in EPE's territory so
have assumed 1/2 of residences have them.  I have cut in half my numbers for maximum
number of units (200,000), maximum peak reduction (100MW), and maximum MWh savings
(120,000MWh/year).  The economic estimates on a per unit basis remain unchanged and I
strongly believe this is a program worth considering.

Customer sited Generation
I had not taken air pollution into consideration when I made this proposal.  While additional
operation of otherwise idle generators makes sense from a cost perspective, it may run afoul of
pollution regulations and for public health reasons may not be the best alternative going
forward.  But these generators must be run periodically for testing purposes, and if EPE could
make arrangements with the owners of backup generators to do the periodic testing at time of
peak load as determined, requested, and in some way compensated, by EPE, some peak
reduction benefits could be obtained at minimal cost in dollars and in pollution.

I apologize for these errors.

Allen Downs
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IRP Template

		IRP Customer Sited Generation Resource Option

		Basic Project Data		Example		Information

		Generation Technology:		Solar, Wind, Demand Side, etc.		Customer sited generation available to EPE by contract

		Resource Description (Overview of project):		Thin-film, single-axis tracking PV Solar		Peaking resource to be used at times of system or local peak load or emergency.  EPA or state emissions regulations may limit certain generators to emergency use only.

		Commercial Structure:		Company Owned, PPA, Other		EPE enters into contract to pay for initial modification if necessary, maintenance, testing, and fuel for a customer owned backup generator in exchange for the right to use it to meet system or local peak or emergencies.  The costs covered by EPE may vary from this proposal to strike a balance acceptable to EPE and attractive to potential customer participants.

		Resource/Program Location (Where is the project located and will it serve both of EPE's jurisdictions):		TX or NM or Both		Both: wherever customers with substantial backup generation are located.

		Resource Life or Term (What is the useful life of this project):		20 -yr, 40-yr, etc.		1 - 10 year contract

		Maximum Net Capacity (MW)(Total amount of Megawatts this project will provide at time of peak):		50 MW, 100 MW, 300 MW, etc.		guess 30MW

		Minimum Net Output (MW)(The lowest Megawatt value that the resource can operate at):		25 MW, 50 MW, 150 MW, etc.		guess 100kW

		Output Profile Availability (include as attachment)		If availability is constrained, provide "Output Profile"
(e.g. solar, wind, biomass with fuel limitations, storage, demand response with limitations on use and duration,…)		Possible availablity 24/7 year-round. May be less if manual operation by customer staff is required.

		Availability Capacity Factor (%)(Percentage of unit output over the entire year. The capacity factor is the average power generated, divided by the rated peak power) :		30%, 50%, 75%, etc.		Available 95%+ but expected to be used less than 2%. Because resource consists of multiple generators, most of the resource would always be available.  Maintenance can be scheduled such that few generators are unavailable simultaneously.  It appears that some generators may be limited to emergency use only, or to a limited number of hours per year by EPA or state regulations.



		Project Costs Data		Information		Source                                                                       (e.g. EIA, NREL, Lazard, NMPRC Approved projects in operation, etc.)

		Total Capital Cost ($)(The entire upfront capital investment for the project):		For operating configurations 3 and 4 described below, little or no capital expenditure is required (the back up system must have the ability to take over customer load while EPE power is available). Option 2 may require an additional transfer switch ($26K/MW) and wiring changes.  Option 1 requires extensive wiring changes, a breaker with control logic, and a means of synchronizing the generator with EPE's system.  Options 2, 3 and 4 involve brief interruptions of part or all of customer load and may require the addition of uninterrupible power supplies (at customer expense?) for critical electronic equipment.  If the generator is fueled by natural gas, installation of an additional gas meter may be required to show usage by the generator only.  EPE may wish to add metering for generator output power and energy.		Transfer switch cost extrapolated from McPherson Controls ATS21/225/2N3 225A 2 pole @ $1,395.

		Variable Operation & Maintenance Cost ($/MWh)(Operating cost that are driven by unit generation):		Primarily fuel, expected to be natural gas at retail rates, or diesel supplied and delivered through EPE contract.

		Fixed Operations & Maintenance Cost ($/kW-yr)(Cost that are fixed no matter how much the resource operates):		Periodic maintance contract approx. $3,500 per MW per year.  EPE & customer may opt to leave the customer's existing maintenance contract in place with EPE reimbursing the annual charge.		Ballpark data based on information from a director of plant operations

		Outage Costs(Cost for a planned repair of the resource):		Repair cost estimate $5,000 per MW per year.  EPE may choose to limit their repair liability (pay up to $X / generator/year) or require the customer to pay the first $X of repairs/generator with EPE paying costs above $X/year.		Ballpark data based on information from a director of plant operations



		Note:

		There are several possible operating configurations.  The first 2 options would require logic and possibly hardware to switch the generator to customers critical load in case of a loss of EPE power while the generator is being used by EPE.

		1. Using a transfer switch and a synchroscope, or some other means of achieving phase matching, connect the generator to EPE's distribution system.  This configuration involves no disturbance of the customer's load and allows EPE to use the full rated output of the generator.  Additional hardware will be required.

		2. Assuming customer has separated load into critical and non-critical sections, disconnect non-critical load from EPE and connect to generator.  This leaves critical load undisturbed, but causes a brief outage on the non-critical load during switchover.  This removes the non-critical load from EPEs system and supplies it with the on-site generation.  Additional switching hardware may be required.  The reduction of load on EPEs system is limited to the customer's non-critical load which must be less than the generator's rated capacity.

		3. Assuming customer is set up to back up their entire load, no switching changes are needed but customer must be willing to accept a brief outage during switchover. The reduction of load on EPE's system is limited to the customer's load at the time which can be expected to be less than the generator's rated capacity.

		4. Assuming customer has separated load into critical and non-critical sections,  disconnect critical load from EPE and connect to generator.  No additional switching hardwardware is required as this is the normal use of a back up generator.  This leaves non-critical load undisturbed, but causes a brief outage on the critical load during switchover.   The reduction of load on EPEs system is limited to the customer's critical load which will be less than the generator's rated capacity.  This option may be preferred by a customer's plant operations director, at least as a starting option, because no system modifications (other than metering) are required.  Uninteruptable power supplies may be needed on critical equipment.

		An alterative possibility would be to simple make arrangements with the owners of emergency generators to perform their monthly testing at times of predicted monthly peak as requested by EPE.  This requires no change to switching or wiring, and the owners retain full control of, and responsibility for maintenance of, the generators.  It avoids problems with air polution regulations because the generators are not run more than is already required for testing.  By staggering test days for multiple generators EPE could get some load reduction on multiple days in a month.

		26 October 2017                          A Downs






IRP Template

		IRP High Efficiency Cooler Motors Resource Option

		Basic Project Data		Example		Information

		Generation Technology:		Solar, Wind, Demand Side, etc.		High Efficiency Electrionically Commutated (ECM) Evaporative Cooler replacement motors.

		Resource Description (Overview of project):		Thin-film, single-axis tracking PV Solar		Energy Efficiency program subsidizing ECM evaporative cooler motors

		Commercial Structure:		Company Owned, PPA, Other		EPE locates existing ECM motor(s) or facilitates development of ECM motor(s).  This may be as simple as a  new mounting configuration.  EPE pays a per motor incentive to local distributors or retailers to make the motors available to local HVAC companies and homeowners at subsidized prices below the market price of conventional split phase AC motors.

		Resource/Program Location (Where is the project located and will it serve both of EPE's jurisdictions):		TX or NM or Both		Suggest NM initially, expanding to TX if successful.  If suitable motor(s) must be developed the program may need to be introduced in both TX and NM in order to create a sufficient demand to justify development and tooling costs.

		Resource Life or Term (What is the useful life of this project):		20 -yr, 40-yr, etc.		Estimate life limited to 8 years due to high moisture environment.  Continuous operation would result in 70,000 hours of use over 8 years.  Eight hours of use per day for 6 months of the year would be 12,000 hours. Six hours per day, 5 months per year for 8 years is 7,300 hours.

		Maximum Net Capacity (MW)(Total amount of Megawatts this project will provide at time of peak):		50 MW, 100 MW, 300 MW, etc.		 This project could provide approximately 0.6MW of peak load reduction in the first year, NM only, growing, at maximum market penetration to 20MW (NM only) or 100MW including both NM & TX. Actual penetration, costs, and savings are likely to be somewhat less.

		Minimum Net Output (MW)(The lowest Megawatt value that the resource can operate at):		25 MW, 50 MW, 150 MW, etc.		No minimum but startup costs may dictate a practical minimum.

		Output Profile Availability (include as attachment)		If availability is constrained, provide "Output Profile"
(e.g. solar, wind, biomass with fuel limitations, storage, demand response with limitations on use and duration,…)		Most coolers will run continuously during peak hours (Something like 6-8 hours/day, 7 days/week, 5-6 months/year).  

		Availability Capacity Factor (%)(Percentage of unit output over the entire year. The capacity factor is the average power generated, divided by the rated peak power) :		30%, 50%, 75%, etc.		Each motor can be expected to reduce peak by approximatly 0.5-0.7kW and save approximately 500-1,000kWh/year



		Project Costs Data		Information		Source                                                                       (e.g. EIA, NREL, Lazard, NMPRC Approved projects in operation, etc.)

		Total Capital Cost ($)(The entire upfront capital investment for the project):		If new motors must be tooled the initial cost could be several thousand dollars.  If a manufacturer can be convinced to produce a motor without set-up charges based on expected  volume, costs might be limited to administrative setup costs.  Per motor subsidy would be $125-$200. For1,200 units expect $150,000 - $240,00 in first year, growing to a maximum of $5,000,000 in year 8 assuming $200/motor, and 12.5% of 200,000 swamp coolers buying new motors in year 8.

		Variable Operation & Maintenance Cost ($/MWh)(Operating cost that are driven by unit generation):		None

		Fixed Operations & Maintenance Cost ($/kW-yr)(Cost that are fixed no matter how much the resource operates):		None

		Outage Costs(Cost for a planned repair of the resource):		The projected life of a cooler blower motor is about 8 years. Maintaining the full potential benefits of the program requires replacing 1/8 of the motors each year on an ongoing basis.



		Note:

		Electronically Commutated Motors, also called Electronically Controlled Motors (ECMs) are more efficient than conventional split phase AC motors.  Most split phase AC cooler blower motors are two speed (1725 & 1140 RPM) with efficiencies around 65% on high speed, and as low as 40% on low speed, while ECM motors are variable speed and about 80% efficient.

		ECM motors are manufactured by Nidec Motor Corp. and sold under their U.S. Motor brand. I believe they currently make ECM motors in the correct sizes (HP) and frame types for evaporative coolers but not in the correcting mounting configurations.  Programming of the built in controller for cooler applications would also be required.   Further research is needed to determine feasibility.  Information about US Motors ECM motors can be found at www.usmotors.com/Our-Products/ECM-Motors.  If EPE must pay a setup charge, EPE should negotiate a refund based on the number of motors sold, especially motors sold outside EPEs service area.

		Seeley International (an Australian company) produces evaporative cooler models using ECM motors (Breezair Icon Series, models EXH 170 and EXH 210) but these models appear to only be available for 208-230V.  The ECM motors used by Breezair are of a different configuation from most US swamp cooler blower motors.

		At the 20 Oct meeting, power factor correction was proposed as an alternative to ECM motors.  The US Motor document at www.usmotors.com/TechDocs/ProFacts/PowerFactor-EnergyConservation seems to suggest that conventional motors are designed for efficiency rather than low power factor.  As an Energy Efficiency program, offering power factor correction devices  which customers would add to their swamp coolers does not seem practical because of the difficulty motivating customers to buy.  I do not have sufficient information to estimate Power or energy savings for such a program.

		Assumptions: 40,000 Swamp coolers in NM, 160,000 in TX remaining constant over time.  Blower motor life of 8 years.  Subsidy per motor $125-$200. Set-up costs of motor production $0 - $500,000 (less than $20/motor).  Power savings 0.5-0.7kW per 3/4HP motor.  Swamp coolers operate 912-1,460 hours/year saving 0.5-1.0MWh/year/motor.

		26 October 2017  A Downs
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Cost & Savings Estimate

										New Mexico + Texas Cooler Motor Program										Set-up cost $0-$500,000

		Year		Total eligible swamp coolers		Percent of total replaced this year				Number of motors		Rebate per Motor		Rebate Cost per year		Kw saved per motor		Cumulative motors replaced		Annual MW saved		MWh saved per year 		Cumulative MWh savings

						NM		TX														1,200 hours of use per year

		1		40,000		3.00%				1,200		150		$   180,000.00		0.5		1,200		0.60		720		720		Start NM only

		2		40,000		6.25%				2,500		150		$   375,000.00		0.5		3,700		1.85		2,220		2,940

		3		40,000		9.50%				3,800		150		$   570,000.00		0.5		7,500		3.75		4,500		7,440

		4		200,000		12.50%		3.13%		10,000		150		$   1,500,000.00		0.5		17,500		8.75		10,500		17,940		 TX & NM

		5		200,000		12.50%		6.25%		15,000		150		$   2,250,000.00		0.5		32,500		16.25		19,500		37,440

		6		200,000		12.50%		9.50%		20,200		150		$   3,030,000.00		0.5		52,700		26.35		31,620		69,060

		7		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		77,700		38.85		46,620		115,680

		8		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		102,700		51.35		61,620		177,300

		9		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		126,500		63.25		75,900		253,200		End of life for 1st year motors

		10		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		149,000		74.50		89,400		342,600

		11		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		170,200		85.10		102,120		444,720

		12		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		185,200		92.60		111,120		555,840

		13		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		195,200		97.60		117,120		672,960

		14		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		200,000		100.00		120,000		792,960

		15		200,000		12.50%		12.50%		25,000		150		$   3,750,000.00		0.5		200,000		100.00		120,000		912,960

										New Mexico Only Cooler Motor Program										Set up cost $0-$500,000

		Year		Total eligible swamp coolers		Percent of total replaced this year		Number of motors		Rebate per Motor		Rebate Cost per year		Kw saved per motor		Cumulative motors replaced		Annual MW saved		MWh saved per year 		Cumulative MWh savings

						NM														1,200 hours of use per year

		1		40,000		3.00%		1,200		150		$   180,000.00		0.5		1,200		0.60		720		720

		2		40,000		6.25%		2,500		150		$   375,000.00		0.5		3,700		1.85		2,220		2,940

		3		40,000		9.50%		3,800		150		$   570,000.00		0.5		7,500		3.75		4,500		7,440

		4		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		12,500		6.25		7,500		14,940

		5		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		17,500		8.75		10,500		25,440

		6		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		22,500		11.25		13,500		38,940

		7		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		27,500		13.75		16,500		55,440

		8		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		32,500		16.25		19,500		74,940

		9		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		36,300		18.15		21,780		96,720		End of life for 1st year motors

		10		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		38,800		19.40		23,280		120,000

		11		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		40,000		20.00		24,000		144,000

		12		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		40,000		20.00		24,000		168,000

		13		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		40,000		20.00		24,000		192,000

		14		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		40,000		20.00		24,000		216,000

		15		40,000		12.50%		5,000		150		$   750,000.00		0.5		40,000		20.00		24,000		240,000



																		$   37,500.00		$   31.25

																		Cost per MW -  If annual cost is alloted entirely to power savings		Cost per MWh - If annual cost is alloted entirely to energy savings 




























